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Best Practices in School Psychology:

Peabody Reintegration Project

Overview

During the past 5 years, special educators have engaged in rancorous debate about what is

wrong with the field and how best to fix it. Although the controversy has appeared wide

ranging, including such diverse topics as tests, labels of exceptionality, accountability,

iragmentation of services, and teacher referrals, it has pivoted on a basic issue: Should special

education abolish or conserve the cascade of services? This question creates a meaningful divide

among the major players in the debate, producing conservationists and abolitionists (see D. Fuchs

& L. S. Fuchs, 1991, and Figure 1).

Insert Figure 1 about here

Conservationists versus Abolitionists

Conservationists. By definition, conservationists support the preservation of the cascade

(see, for example, Kauffman, Gerber, & Semmel, 1988; Keogh, 1988; Lieberman, 1985;

National Education Association, 1992; Singer, 1988). They do so because they believe it

represents a rich array of placement options necessary for schools to meet the wide-ranging

cognitive, behavioral, social, and physical needs of its students with disabilities. Moreover, the

degree of many students' disabilities, such as those with severe behavior disorders, requires

unique and intensive support. This help, say the conservationists, often can be delivered more

efficiently and effectively in settings separate from the mainstream (e.g., Kauffman, 1989;

Walker & Bullis, 1991). And if too few special-needs students move up the cascade, it is not the
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fault of the model; rather, it is the responsibility of those who use it incorrectly.

As reflected in Figure 1, we distinguish between mild and strong conservationists. Mild

conservationists (e.g., Gottlieb, Alter, & Gottlieb, 1991) differ from strong conservationists on at

least two related counts: First, they are more likely to call attention to special education

problems; second, they have a penchant for issuing strident calls for reforms (which,

nevertheless, presume a continuation of the cascade of services).

Abolitionists. At loggerheads with both mild and strong conservationists are abolitionists

who argue that increasing numbers of children in special education are proof that the cascade

model is unworkable; that it represents a trap for most students with disabilities, whereby initial

placements become terminal assignments in their educational careers (e.g., Taylor, 1988).

Abolitionists and The Association for Persons with Se. ere Handicaps, the organization with

which they are most closely connected, work to eliminate the cascade and for the immediate

integration, or "full inclusion," of all students with disabilities into regular classrooms (e.g.,

Biklen, Lehr, Searl, & Taylor, 1987; Giangreco, Dennis, Cloninger, Edelman, & Schattman,

1993; Lipsky & Gartner, 1989; S. Stainback & W. Stainback, 1992; Thousand & Villa, 1990;

York & Vandercook, 1991). Facilitating full inclusion would be support staff (e.g., physical

therapists, speech clinicians, vocational instructors) bought with savings realized through an

elimination of the cascade's special settings. Abolitionist optimism over this ambitious, if not

revolutionary, plan is based on a belief that much of special education is expendable because

-regular education has become more expandable, that is, more willing and able to accommodate

greater student diversity, including the integration of all students with disabilities (e.g., Lipsky &

Gartner, 1991).

Like the conservationists, abolitionists can also claim a kindred group that espouses a

milder doctrine. Mild abolitionists like Gersten and Woodward (1990), Maheady and Algozzine
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(1991), Pugach and Lilly (1984), Reynolds, Wang, and Walberg (1987), and Will (1986) tend to

focus their criticism of special education on services provided students with milder disabilities.

Reynolds (1991), for example, argues that categorical approaches to the education of such

children cannot be justified, whereas he implies elsewhere (e.g., Reynolds, 1988) that they are

justified for children win more severe disabilities. In other words, mild abolitionists tend to

push for a partial rollback of the cascade of services, not a total elimination of all special

education placement options.

Reintegration; Case-by-Case and Large-Scale

Case-by-case. Although conservationists and abolitionists agree that integration, or

inclusion, is an important goal, they disagree fundamentally about what rightly should be called

integration and how one best accomplishes it. For conservationists, the targeted integration

setting may be the mainstream, but it also may be a self-contained class for a student currently

attending a special day school. Implicit is a belief that mainstreamingreintegration into regular

classes--is not necessarily for all students with disabilities.

For some, say the conservationists, an appropriate education must be delivered by a

specially trained teacher in a setting removed and different from regular education, a setting

where students presumably receive intensive, systematic, and data-based instruction unattainable

in regular education. Many conservationists believe in a case-by-case approach to integration, by

which movement up the cascade of services into a less restrictive setting, or reintegration into a

regular classroom, is planned, implemented, and evaluated individually--on a case-by-case basis.

Each student's strengths and weaknesses are considered in conjunction with various features of

the student's future setting. A fit or match is explored. And a child is not reintegrated unless he

or she can adapt academically, behaviorally, and otherwise to the expectations in the new setting.

Advocates of a case-by-case approach see its individualized nature as the embodiment of that
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which is quintessentially special about special education and as consonant with federal law, which

requires the provision of individualized educational programs (see Huefner, 1993).

Large-scale. In contrast to the conservationists' case-by-case strategy, the abolitionists'

large-scale approach calls for large groups, or literally all students, to be reintegrated

simultaneously into nothing short of regular education settings. Implicit is the view that it is not

the child that needs to be changed, but rather the mainstream setting. Such change may involve

adoption of cooperative learning structures or more sweeping arrangements like open-classroom,

constructivist approaches to teaching and learning (see S. Stainback & W. Stainback, 1992).

Advocates of the large-scale approach also assume support staff will provide considerable help to

facilitate such change and that they will be available on an "as-needed" basis to work with

integrated students.

In comparison with the case -b; -case alternative, large-scale integration is more efficient,

say proponents. For example, it presumably circumvents the time-consuming and costly process

of testing, labeling, placing, and reevaluating. More important, with everyone in regular

education, the need for and high cost of a second, partly duplicative, special education system- -

separate teachers, administrators, credentialling process, programs, and budgets--is eliminated

(see Wang, Reynolds, & Walberg, 1988). Moreover, say the advocates, large-scale

mainstreaming will force regular education to reform itself because it no longer will have the

proverbial "dumping ground" of special education to which it once sent students it deemed

"unteachable" (see Fuchs, D., & Fuchs, L. S., 1994, for discussion of this point).

We Choose Case-by-Case. But..,

Despite these purported benefits, we adhere to the traditional case-by-case approach--not

for the sake of tradition, but because its individualized approach to integration increases the

likelihood that students' unique needs will be addressed; that they and their parents will have a
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choice of placements; and that teachers and parents of students with disabilities will not be

required to engage in the high-stakes gamble that regular educators will indeed accomplish the

revolutionary reforms it must for large-scale mainstreaming to work. Moreover, there currently

is a very small body of research on the efficacy of large-scale mainstreaming; we do not have the

technical know-how to implement it and expect success. In fairness, however, the same can be

stated about our preferred alternative, case-by-case reintegration.

Where's the research? Few studies of the case-by-case strategy exist. In a recent review

of eight special education journals for 16 years, and the ERIC computer data base, Scott and D.

Fuchs (in preparation) found only nine investigations that attempted to validate an explicit process

for moving students from a more restrictive to less restrictive setting. Many educational

researchers and policymakers do not recognize that reintegration has been understudied because

such investigations are often equated incorrectly with the more numerous mainstreaming studies.

Mainstreaming studies, by definition, explore the effects on students with disabilities of being

there; the students have already re-entered before such studies start. Reintegration studies, by

contrast, focus on the process of getting there; they begin with the student participants in special

education, not regular education settings. Thus, we know precious little about how effectively to

move students with disabilities from special education to regular education, irrespective of our

preference for case-by-case or large-scale. All of which brings us to the Peabody Reintegration

Project.

Peabody Reintegration Project. For several years we and our colleagues at Vanderbilt

University, in collaboration with local educators, have been trying to develop an effective,

efficient, and responsible process for transfering students with learning and behavior problems

from various special education settings (especially resource rooms) to less restrictive settings

(mostly regular classrooms). As part of this work, which is known as the Peabody Reintegration
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Project, we have conducted a series of quasi-experimental studies, several of which have been

published in scholarly journals (e.g., D. Fuchs, L. S. Fuchs, & Fernstrom, 1992; D. Fuchs, L.

S. Fuchs, & Fernstrom, 1993; D. Fuchs, L. S. Fuchs, Fernstrom, & Hohn, 1991). Together

with our unpublished studies, these have involved scores of schools and more than 100 teachers

and students with disabilities in several contiguous districts in Middle Tennessee. Research

findings indicate that our methods help special educators prepare their students for reintegration

into mainstream math and reading classrooms. Below we discuss our research results in

somewhat more detail, but first we describe our interventions and the process by which teachers

participating in the Peabody Reintegration Project work to achieve successful integration for some

of their students in the area of reading.

Basic Considerations:

Curriculum-Based Measurement and Transenvironmental Programming

Curriculum-Based Measurement (CBM)

CBM is a set of standardized procedures for obtaining reliable and valid measures of

student achievement, which in turn facilitate teachers' formative evaluation of their teaching

effectiveness. CBM procedures have been developed for measuring progress in reading, spelling,

written expression, and math, and represent an alternative to commercially distributed

achievement tests (see Deno, 1985). Research demonstrates that instructional programs designed

with CBM can result in greater student achievement, improved teacher decision making, and

enhanced student awareness of their own performance (L. S. Fuchs, Deno, & Mirkin, 1984; L.

S. Fuchs & D. Fuchs, 1986).

CBM and reintegration. There are two reasons for special and regular eductors to use

CBM in reading instruction. First, it permits them to conduct frequent assessments of academic

progress, with which they may judge readiness for and adaptation to mainstream reading on a
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student-by-student basis. Second, CBM data are used by special and regular educators to develop

more effective instructional interventions.

CBM reading "maze" assessment. Special educators determine an appropriate reading

level on which to establish each reintegration candidate's year-end goal; that is, the level of

reading material that the teacher hopes the student will master by April or May of the current

year. Teachers assess the reintegratin candidate's reading performance two or three times

weekly, each time on a different passage that had been sampled randomly from the goal-level

pool of passages. These reading assessments are administered and scored automatically by

computers. Students are permitted 2.5 minutes to complete a maze (i.e., doze procedure) of a

400-word passage displayed on a computer screen. The first sentence is presented intact;

thereafter, every seventh word is deleted and replaced with three choices. Only one is

semantically correct. The student must use the space bar and <RETURN> keys. Performance

is scored as the number of correct replacements. (For more description, see L. S. Fuchs, D.

Fuchs, Hamlett, & Ferguson, 1992). Reliability and validity of this computerized assessment

may be found in Espin, Deno, Maruyama, and Cohen (1989), L. S. Fuchs and D. Fuchs (1990),

and Jenkins and Jewell (1992).

Transenvironmental Programming (TP)

TP (e.g., Anderson-Inman, 1986) is a process to reintegrate pupils into mainstream

settings. Although it has been the focus of several single-subject reintegration studies (e.g.,

Anderson-Inman, 1981; Anderson-Inman, Walker, & Purcell, 1984), we are unaware of prior,

larger-scale efforts (excepting our own) to explore its effectiveness, or to study it in combination

with CBM use. TP comprises four phases, the first of which is environmental assessment.

Because it is assumed that effective preparation of a student with disabilities for mainstreaming

can be accomplished best by first identifying the academic and behavioral expectations of this
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environment, the purpose of the first phase is to ascertain the specific skills and behaviors

required for success in the regular classroom. This knowledge then can be used to help plan the

content of instruction in the special education setting.

In the second phase, intervention and preparation, the special educator teaches the skills

identified during the preceding phase. Next, in promoting transfer across settings, the special

education teacher helps ensure that the reintegrating student actually uses the newly acquired

skills in regular education. In the final phase, evaluation in the mainstream, data are collected on

the extent to which the student has adjusted academically and socially.

Best Practices: Peabody Reintegration Process in Reading

In the description below, participants are the special and regular educators, the student

targeted for reintegration, hereafter referred to as the "reintegration candidate," and project staff.

This last group consists of Peabody/Vanderbilt graduate students trained to provide technical

assistance to facilitate the successful completion of project activity. Because it is football season

as we write this chapter, and because the first author is a devotee and aficianado (his preferred

terms for "fanatic"), you will notice and hopefully forgive allusions to that sport.

Step #1: Recruiting the Players

'The special educator is responsible for selecting one or more students who could be ready

to reintegrate into a regular class for reading instruction at some point during the school year.

That is, the student need not be ready for mainstreaming right away, but maybe in 2 to 4 months,

following work in reading or efforts to improve his or her school behavior or social skills.

Choosing a student for possible reintegration does not commit the student (or the special

educator) to reintegration. If, after some time, the teacher believes insufficient progress has been

made, he or she can decide against mainstreaming. The decision to mainstream, then, is

ultimately a teacher decision, or teacher-parent decision, or teacher-parent-student decision. To
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facilitate the selection of appropriate reintegration candidates, we give special educators two "true

story profiles" of successfully reintegrated students. ("True Story Profiles" are available from

first author.)

For each selected reintegration candidate, the special educator also identifies a mainstream

reading teacher. If two or more such teachers are available for a given student, the special

educator chooses the one most likely to be receptive to mainstreaming. The special educator is

reminded that this teacher need not be a "perfect" teacher or his or her best friend. Instead, the

regular educator should be openminded and willing to accept responsibilities associated with

project involvement.

This teacher is invited to a meeting with project staff and the special education teacher,

who communicates the project's purpose, describes the reintegration process, and specifies the

roles and obligations of each participant. The special educator provides evidence that the

reintegration candidate is currently, or soon will be, ready for return to a mainstream reading

class. Such evidence includes the student's level of reading performance and a description of his

or her classroom behavior. To facilitate this communication, the special educator shares a

"profile" form on the student completed prior to the fleeting. (A "Reintegration Student Profile"

form may be obtained from the first author.) As reflected by the items on this form, the special

educator is encouraged to present a balanced view of the candidate, documenting both strengths

and weaknesses. The regular educator is then asked whether reintegrating the student during the

current school year seems feasible. After the teacher's (generally positive) response, the special

educator makes clear that such a solicited judgment is not binding and that reintegration need not

be immediate.

Step #2: Identifying the Competition

During this same first meeting, project staff states that successful reintegration often
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requires knowledge about both the student and the general education classroom. The staff person

indicates that a frequently useful question about the regular classroom is, "What's the lowest

acceptable level of academic performance?" In this vein, the mainstream teacher is asked to

think of two current students who, although low achievers, are not in jeopardy of referral for

possible special education placement. These students will become tie standard or, in a sense, the

"competition" against which the reintegration candidate's academic progress will be compared.

Hereafter, they are referred to as "lowest-achieving peers," or "LAPs."

Step #3; Scouting with a Classroom Inventory

The special and general educators and project staff meet a second time (a) to discuss the

reintegration candidate's legitimacy and the general educator's willingness to participate in the

reintegration process, (b) to share information about the candidate and their respective

instructional settings, and (c) to identify aspects of the student's performance and the two

classrooms that require modification to enhance the likelihood of the student's successful transfer

to the mainstream setting. Toward these ends, each teacher completes a three-part Classroom

Inventory during their second meeting. (A complete copy of the "Classroom Inventory" may be

obtained from the first author.)

Part 1. Part 1 of the inventory is meant to provide a snapshot of a classroom's

instructional environment, for reasons explained below. It uses a combined checklist and Liken-

type format and addresses a potpourri of instructional issues, such as permissible student behavior

(e.g., how much movement and talking is allowed); expected student performance (e.g., how

often students are required to respond orally); how one gets directions about in-class and out -of-

class assignments and help from the teacher when one is experiencing difficulty; and so forth.

Part 2. Contrastingly, Part 2 makes use of open-ended items and asks many more

questions that, in aggregate, explore in depth how instruction gets delivered. Questions in Part 2
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concern allocating time for reading; grouping students for instruction; naming primary and

supplementary reading texts; presenting new skills and vocabulary; assigning independent in-class

work and homework; determining student grades; doling out rewards and punishment; modifying

instruction when students don't get it; and so forth. This second part of the inventory makes use

of a double-column response format; both special and regular educators answer the same question

so that their answers appear side by side. Responding to the same questions in each other's

company, and recording answers side by side, is expected to increase teachers' awareness of the

similarities and differences between their respective instructional settings, and the possible

implications of these between-setting differences for the reintegration candidate.

Part 3. Part 3, also completed during the second meeting, taps teachers' expectations for

performance and classroom deportment. Reflecting the influence of Walker and Rankin's (1983)

SBS, this part of our inventory makes use of a rating scale (where 1 = "critically important," 2

= "desirable, but not critical," and 3 = "unimportant"). Teachers use it to communicate the

relative salience of various student characteristics and actions. For example, teachers rate the

importance of assuming responsibility for materials, listening and complying with directions,

using appropriate means to seek teacher attention, ignoring distractions, cooperating with peers,

and so on.

CBM training and classroom observations. Completion of the inventory generates rich

descriptions of the reintegration candidate's current and (presumably) future classrooms.

Completion of the inventory also triggers two important activities that must be undertaken prior

to a third meeting between the two teachers and project staff. First, the reintegration candidate

and LAPs are trained to take CBM probes in reading at the computer, and they begin these once

(LAPs) or twice (reintegration candidate) weekly. Second, using Part 1 of the inventory as a

guide, the special educator observes the mainstream teacher's reading class. Project staff
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encourages the mainstream teacher to reciprocate if his or her schedule permits. This observing

in one another's class familiarizes both teachers with the reintegration candidate's current and

future settings, and helps the teachers identify discontinuities across instructional environments.

Step #4: The Game Plan

A third meeting of teachers and project staff has four objectives: (a) to assess the progress

and validate the choice of the reintegration candidate; (b) to identify salient discrepancies between

the two classrooms and between the reintegration candidate's performance/behavior and the

mainstream teacher's expectations; (c) to select interventions addressing the discrepancies, which

would be implemented in special education and/or the mainstream reading classroom; and (d) to

secure the participation of all parties for the duration of the project. The first objective

(assessing the progress and validating the legitimacy of the student as a reintegration candidate) is

addressed by reviewing the student's CBM performance since the last meeting and comparing it

to that of the LAPs. If the student's progress is judged less than satisfactory, this is a last

opportunity for the special educator to recommend an alternate child. On the other hand, if the

student's performance is as strong as or superior to the LAPs', the teachers may decide to

transfer him or her at once to the regular classroom. In this case, the teachers would schedule an

IEP meeting and discuss instructional interventions and CBM monitoring in the mainstream.

Addressing discrepancies between settings. If the teachers agree on the appropriateness of

the candidate- -that he or she might require additional time and work in special education, but

eventual mainstreaming is likely--the two review their completed inventories and discuss their

observations in one another's class to determine whether, and if so which, features of the classes

are different. Furthermore, they try to ascertain whether these differences represent potential

problems for the reintegration candidate. If salient differences are found, one or more becomes

the focus of change. Let us say the special educator observed the mainstream teacher to monitor
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and praise student work infrequently. By contrast, the regular educator noted the special

educator to monitor and praise student work with regularity. Responding to these disparities, the

two might decide that the special educator should encourage the reintegration candidate to work

more independently and with less encouragement. In so doing, they would be attempting to align

special education instruction more closely with mainstream instruction and, presumably, facilitate

a smoother student transition.

Addressing discrepancies between teacher expectations and student performance: Impact

Strategies. A similar process is followed when exploring possible discrepancies between the

reintegration candidate's performance/behavior and the mainstream teacher's expectations. It is

often the case that both teachers express concern about the reintegration candidate's reading

performance. For this reason, project staff gives teachers a set of "Impact Strategies"--

techniques based on the research literatures in reading and special education instruction that

address fluency and comprehension development (see Figure 2). Each strategy is described on

one or two typed pages, which offer a rationale and directions for implementation. Oral

Preview, Silent Review, and Repeated Reading strategies address fluency; Sequencing, Main

Idea, Story Mapping, and Content Webbing are the comprehension activities. In addition to a

rationale for and description of these strategies, staff also provides practice materials. However,

staff does not require teachers to use these strategies and materials; teachers are encouraged to

generate their own.

Insert Figure 2 about here

Discrepancy Plan Sheets. To help the teachers conceptualize their "game plan," and to

provide a means of recording who would be doing what to whom, we provide teachers with
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Discrepancy Plan Sheets (see Figure 3). These encourage formulation of an explicit "plan of

action," "expected outcomes," and "maintenance" activities in the mainstream classroom. The

Discrepancy Plan Sheets represent something of a contract between the teachers, whereby the

special educator pledges to implement strategies and setting modifications to prepare the student

for reintegration and the regular educator agrees to various modifications to make the mainstream

more hospitable once the student transfers.

Insert Figure 3 about here

Step #5: Executing the Game Plan in Special Education

In a word, the purpose of this step is "preparation." The special educator is expected to

use the Impact Strategies, or some other instructional strategies, with the reintegration candidate

to promote reading growth, which, as mentioned, is indexed by twice-weekly CBM probes. If

such feedback indicates insufficient progress relative to the LAPs' growth, the special educator is

expected to modify the instructional approach. The student, meanwhile, tries to best previous

performance on the probes. If necessary, the teacher and student work together to modify the

student's classroom behavior, bringing it into closer conformity with the future teacher's

expectations. The "game plan," then, has a relatively narrow focus. It is based on the salient

discrepancies identified jointly by special and regular educators; the plan is not to "fix" the whole

child, or to make him or her perfect prior to mainstreaming. Across several years, special

educators participating in the reintegration project take, on average, 2 to 3 months to help

prepare their students for transition.

Step #6: On the Road

Transition from special education to regular education is coordinated with a fourth
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meeting at which it is determined whether the reintegration candidate has achieved sufficient

progress to warrant either full-time or gradual inclusion in the regular reading classroom. If the

decision is affirmative for one or the other, the teachers (a) review the mainstream teacher's

planned accommodations for the new student, (b) discuss what supports, if any, are required, and

(c) plan for follow-up communication. If this transition requires a change in the student's special

education status, project staff propose that a multidisciplinary team meeting be held. Whether

such a meeting occurs is left to the discretion of the teachers. If the teachers decide against

reintegration at this time, they review both their goals and intervention strategies for the student.

step #7: Executing the Game Plan in the Mainstream

The regular eductor's adherence to the game plan, developed during Step #4 and revisited

in Step #6, is monitored by either project staff or the special educator once or twice each week

for about 8 weeks. Staff also helps the mainstream teacher to ensure that the reintegrated student

and LAPs continue on a weekly basis to take their CBM probes. About 8 weeks after the

student's transition, the teachers meet for a fifth time to evaluate his or her progress in the

regular classroom. This meeting occasionally represents an IEP meeting, to which the student's

parents and others, sometimes the student, are invited to deliberate about changing the student's

special education status.

Evaluating Case-by-Case Mainstreaming

Building Half a Bridge

For several years, we have implemented and evaluated experimental procedures for

reintegrating students in reading and math mainstream classes, always searching for effectiveness

and efficiency. Findings from this research and development program have been both

encouraging and disappointing. During the 1988-89 school year, for example, we assigned 42

students with mild disabilities to experimental and control groups. We assisted special and
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regular educators in the experimental condition to implement CBM and TP to prepare selected

students for reintegration into mainstream math classrooms. Math progress was measured by

pre- versus posttreatment and ongoing curriculum-based achievement data obtained in special and

regular education settings, and by teacher reports. Findings indicated that experimental students

substantially reduced time spent in special education math, whereas control students' time in

special education math was unchanged. Experimental students' pre-to-posttreatment achievement

was greater than that of controls and was similar to the progress of lowest-achieving nondisabled

students in mainstream classes. Time-series analysis revealed, however, that experimental

students' improved performance occurred only in special education; once in the mainstream, their

progress ceased (see D. Fuchs, L. S. Fuchs, & Fernstrom, 1992; D. Fuchs, L. S. Fuchs, &

Fernstrom, 1993).

These findings were replicated in reading in 1992-93 in the same school districts. On the

computerized reading assessment (described above), 11 reintegration candidates registered an

average gain of 3.71 maze restorations, or words chosen correctly to complete a passage, in

approximately 2.5 months in special education. Control students' mean gain was only 1.25 maze

restorations. In contrast to their progress in special education, the experimental students' average

gain in regular reading ciasscs during an equal interval of time was a mere .27 maze restorations.

How might we explain the experimental students' disappointing performance in

mainstream reading and math classrooms? Anecdotal evidence suggests at least two reasons:

First, in the districts in which we were operating, special and general educators have little time to

talk with each other. Once reintegration candidates were mainstreamed, very high pupil-teacher

ratios in special education and an absence of structured consultation time militated against a

continuing dialogue about the student with disabilities. Second, regular educators may think

individualized instruction is valuable in principle, or when someone else is doing it, but, like the
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proverbial domestic who draws the line when it comes to windows, general educators with whom

we have worked typically "don't do individualized instruction." It is something for which they

were not trained and for which they have little patience (see Baker & Zigmond, 1990; Zigmond

& Baker, 1993). Thus, once the reintegration student transfered to the mainstream, s/he failed to

obtain the tailor-made accommodations in instruction, curriculum, behavior management, and so

forth provided through CBM and TP in special education.

Irrespective of why, our reintegrated students' inadequate performance in the mainstream

prompts this question: How long will they be tolerated before their academic progress or

behavior is (once again) viewed as too discrepant from class norms to justify their continued

presence? A follow-up study we conducted provides a sobering answer. During the 1989-90

academic year, 32 students who had experienced TP or CBM or both in special education were

transfered full time to regular education math classrooms. One year later, only 56% of these

children were still in the mainstream; 44% were once again receiving their math instruction in

special education.

Thus, we and our school-based colleagues have succeeded in building half a bridge: \Ve,

have demonstrated that by use of CBM and TP, special educators can boost selected students'

achievement levels in reading and math to a point recognized by all parties as commensurate with

mainstream expectations. The rub comes following reintegration when the students' reading and

math progress stops. To build the second half of the bridge, we have turned to classwide peer

tutoring.

Classwide Peer Tutorincrj(WPT)

CWPT was first developed at the Juniper Gardens Children's Project in the early 1980s as

a technique for improving children's learning in urban schools (e.g., Delquadri, Greenwood,

Stretton, & Hall, 1983). It was found to increase students' opportunities to practice reading and
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to permit teachers greater flexibility in the use of reading texts (Greenwood, Carta, & Kamps,

1990). Reading procedures focused on developing students' fluency by requiring them to read

connected text while being supervised by a peer. During the past 5 years, we and our colleagues

at Peabody/Vanderbilt have attempted to extend the Juniper Gardens' model. The Peabody

CWPT version (D. Fuchs, Mathes, & L. S. Fuchs, 1993) includes three reading activities:

Partner Reading, Paragraph Shrinking, and Prediction Relay. The focus is on enhancing

comprehension by directing students to engage in processing strategies designed to help them

understand and remember text and monitor their comprehension. These strategies include (a)

cumulatively reviewing information read, (b) sequencing information, (c) summarizing

paragraphs and pages, (d) stating main ideas in as few words as possible, and (e) predicting and

checking outcomes.

In Peabody CWPT all students in a teacher's class are paired. Each pair includes a

higher- and lower-performing student. The roles of tutor and reader are reciprocal; that is, each

student in a pair serves as reader for part of the time and as tutor for an equal portion of time.

The higher-performing reader reads first for each activity and serves as a model for the lower-

performing reader. Pairs are assigned to one of two teams for which they earn points. Points

are awarded for engaging in reading activities and for behaving appropriately during tutoring. At

the end of an instructional week, points are reported to the teacher; total points for each team are

determined; and the winning team is announced. After 4 weeks, new pair and team assignments

are made so that no team is consistently better or worse. Pairs are always assigned to the same

team. Thus, the motivational procedures combine competitive and cooperative features.

Research indicates that Peabody CWPT promotes markedly better reading achievement than does

conventional instruction in a wide range of learner types, including those with learning disabilities

and low-achieving and average-achieving students (D. Fuchs, L. S. Fuchs, & Mathes, 1993).
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Our hope is that CWPT will help make the mainstream somewhat more responsive and

-iospitable to the reintegration student; that it will provide some of the individualization of

instruction and nurturance necessary for the returning student's continued academic growth. This

academic year, we are exploring experimentally the "value added" of CWPT by comparing a

CBM + TP + CWPT condition to a CBM + TP condition to controls.

Serious problems are associated with developing an effective case-by-case approach to

reintegration. No doubt about it. But so, too, are there many unanswered questions connected to

large-scale mainstreaming. Because case-by-case reintegration embodies the individualization

principle and exemplifies what's special about special education, and because case-by-case

reintegtration is supported by federal law, we hold that it is the more responsible way to try to

move children into more integrated settings.

Summary

Few special education teachers, administrators, teacher-trainers, or researchers are

satisfied with the low frequency with which students with disabilities are transitioned into less

restrictive educational settings. For these professionals the question is not whether many of these

children should be prepared for reintegration, but how to do it in a responsible manner. During

the last decade, cooperative learning models have been developed that aim to mainstream--all at

once--large numbers of special-needs students. This chapter describes an alternate strategy: case-

by-case reintegration that combines CBM and TP. It was developed to facilitate the successful

transition of students with mild and moderate disabilities into regular reading and math classes.

By "successful" we mean reintegrating students in such a manner that (a) they have the skills and

behaviors required by the mainstream setting prior to entry, and (b) the regular educators are

familiar with their strengths and weaknesses and confident that they are prepared to perform

adequately and behave appropriately. In several years of research, we have shown that by use of
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CBM and TP, special educators can boost students' achievement levels to a point recognized by

all parties as commensurate with mainstream expectations. However, we also have found that,

once in the regular classroom, these students' academic progress typically ceases. Thus, we, and

the teachers with whom we have been working, have succeeded in building half a bridge. To

complete it, we have turned to CWPT with the expectation that it will help make mainstream

instruction more responsive and hospitable to the reintegrating student.
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- Figure Captions

Figure 1. Continuum of Opinion regarding the Cascade of Services

Figure 2. Impact Strategies

Figure 3. Discrepancy Plan Sheet
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IMPACT STRATEGIES

Fluency

The fluency packets provide the student with repeated exposure. to text which should increase
automaticity of word recognition skills; enabling the student to focus on the meaning of text
rather than reading the words correctly. Oral Preview-is designed for a very dysfluent reader
who needs to hear a model of fluent reading. Silent preview and repeated reading are designed
for more fluent readers.

Oral PreviewProvides students repeated practice on text by allowing the student to hear a
model of fluent reading before reading orally. This process increases the student's ability
to read the passage smoothly, with few mistakes and increase comprehension.

Silent PreviewProvides students repeated practice on text by allowing the student practice
reading text silently before reading orally. This process increases the student's ability
to read the passage smoothly, with few mistakes and increase comprehension.

Repeated Reading Provides students repeated practice on text by allowing the student practice
reading with a fluent model before reading a passage independently. This process
increases the student's ability to read the passage smoothly, with few mistakes and
comprehension of the text should be increased.

Comprehension

The comprehension packets are arranged in a hierarchy of difficulty. Students should master
sequencing before proceeding to main idea and so on. The end goal in the comprehension series
is for students to master the Story Mapping packet for fictional text, and Content Webbing for
nonfiction.

Sequencing- -has been identified as a critical skill for comprehending text and as a prerequisite
skill for more complex comprehension strategies such as story mapping.

Main Idea--Provides practice with identifying the main idea of a passage, which is a critical
skill for comprehending text.

Story Mapping-- Enables a student to identify the major structural features of a story thereby
strengthening their understanding of the text.

Content Webbing Assists students organize content area text and can result in increased
comprehension. It incorporates a number of reading and reasoning skills such as
identifying the main idea and supporting details, classifying and organizing information.
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Name

School

Special Education Teacher

Regular Education Teacher

Discrepancy #

DISCREPANCY PLAN SHEET

A. Plan of action

1. What:

2. When:

3. Who:

B. Expected Outcome

1. Academic/Behavior:

2. Weekly Reading Test:

C. Maintenance

1. What:


